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These planner stickers are made from premium paper,
trendy color palettes, and script font detail. Some have
over 70 stickers.

ANCHORAGE, Alaska, July 10, 2017 (Newswire.com) -
Designer Lady Morah from LadyMorah.com is releasing the
brand new Honor Roll Collection, and each product will be
individually made by the designer herself. The Honor Roll
Collection will be released on July 19, 2017.

Lady Morah is known for helping planner girls so they can have the prettiest planners in the
world.

Thus, for the first time, Lady Morah has created an entire product line of her favorite and
most popular school themed stickers. The new Honor Roll Collection is scheduled to go live
on July 19, 2017.

The collection will be exclusively sold on the website
ladymorah.com where the limited products are
scheduled to sell out by the end of the season.

The school stickers are designed to showcase
beautiful colors with organization that help students excel in school.

Several products come in pastel to capitalize on today's trends.

Some planner stickers are made from quality paper which means students will be able to
dress up their school planners.

Each individual sticker kit has its own name. A few examples are:

•    Unicorn Studies
•    Mermaid Studies
•    Prom Queen

"Lady Morah is known for helping
planner girls so they can have the
prettiest planners in the world."

LADY MORAH, OWNER

http://ladymorah.com
http://ladymorah.com
https://www.newswire.com/files/f9/96/83d89c7c9a42a227687645adbcb3.png


Additional Links

Shop the Honor Roll Collection
Join the exclusive VIP list for secret non-advertised discounts

 Categories:

e-Commerce, Entrepreneurship, Retail

 Tags:

collection, college student, designer, gifts for her, handcrafted, planner stickers

•    Teacher's Pet
•    Chalkboard

The Honor Roll Collection ranges in price from $6.00 to $8.00.

Lady Morah is excited to welcome her fans to her new handmade product line collection
they've been requesting.

Source: Lady Morah
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